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Consulting engineers operating worldwide

Providing reliable solutions for  
society’s technical challenges
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Mission and vision
Witteveen+Bos offers its clients value-added consultancy and 
top-quality design. We use our high-end expertise to resolve 
complex issues and are a committed partner for our clients. 
We attach great importance to our independence and to our 
corporate culture. Our staff are experts in their respective 
disciplines and pursue ongoing innovation. We work with expert 
partners and maintain a culture of entrepreneurship and trust. 
We consider it essential that our actions are guided by our key 
quality attributes: expertise, reliability and commitment.

Knowledge and innovation
At the core, our work is about knowledge: bringing together 
the right expertise to help solve challenging issues. We set 
high standards and our state-of-the-art expertise is based 
on passion for the profession. By sharing and developing 
knowledge and deploying it worldwide, we can devise the most 
effective solution for each client project.

International
Our clients are government agencies, private companies and 
alliances. They are served from the head office in Deventer, five 
Dutch offices, and foreign offices in Belgium, Dubai, Ghana, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Russia, Singapore, the United 
Kingdom and Vietnam. For many years, Witteveen+Bos has 
been successful in exporting her specialised ‘Dutch’ technical 
knowledge all over the world. Our organisational structure 
enables staff from various disciplines and different countries 
to work closely alongside each other, thus ensuring that our 
knowledge and experience are readily available worldwide.

Sustainable design principles
Witteveen+Bos committed itself to contribute to the United 
Nation Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that are 
aimed at ensuring a socially, ecologically and economically 
sustainable world by 2030. To create an impact in all of our 
projects we have identified seven sustainable design principles 
that generate the positive impacts of the SDGs. These 
principles are an important tool enabling us to maximise our 
contribution and truly embed sustainability in our projects. We 
therefore consider the application of these principles in all 
projects.
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Sustainable design principles
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Building with nature
Natural processes that can have an impact on a project can be used to improve 
the design. Using a system analysis, we consider the project in a broader 
context. We determine the dominant processes, identify key factors that can 
influence these processes and identify effective measures.

Get the most from your resource
Within the Trias principle we limit  and optimise the consumption of resources 
and energy. Together with the supply chain we aim to limit the need, to use 
renewable resources and to use non-renewable ones wisely.

Waste = resource
We choose a circular approach to projects by closing energy and material cycles. 
Both within the project and within its surroundings. We draw up material recycling 
plans and design recycling- and upgrading routes based on the whole lifecycle.

Fulfil multiple functions with one design
With the multifunctional design principle we are looking for additional functions 
and optimal combination of functions that offer additional benefits. We enlarge 
the social added value by identifying these additional functions and provide 
insight into how these functions can be achieved optimally.

Designing for today and tomorrow
A future-proof design is a design for today that can easily be adapted to the 
future, to meet the changing needs of people and different climatological 
circumstances. Life cycle analyses and future function analyses identify these 
conditions and make it possible to easily adapt the design later.

Working with the environment
We include all stakeholders in working together on designing and improving our 
living environment. Because they bring in their knowledge and experience, the 
problem-solving ability and support to the plan and the process increases.

Combine technical and societal measures
Designing for society is about combining technical en societal measures 
to achieve the project goals. We look for behavioural measures which are a 
supplement or alternative to realising the project goal or for socioeconomic 
barriers that interfere with the project goal.

Nature-based 
design

Flexible 
design

Circular
design

Participatory 
design

Multi-functional 
design

Societal 
design

 
TRIAS
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Infrastructure and Mobility
Technical knowledge and innovative strength

Areas of expertise  
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Infrastructure and Mobility
Technical knowledge and innovative strength

Over the years, the disciplines of road, rail and hydraulic 
engineering have created national and international 
infrastructures characterised by their large scale on 
the one hand, and their sophistication on the other. 
Witteveen+Bos has contributed to this development in 
various ways. 

Improving traffic circulation
We offer leading expertise in all aspects of infrastructural 
design. We undertake all stages of the process, from 
inception and initial design to the detail design and site 
supervision. We are currently acting as consultants to 
the A9 motorway project. The road, to the south-east of 
Amsterdam, is to be widened from three lanes to four 
and partially moved underground. In Belgium, we are 
working to improve traffic circulation around Antwerp. 
This major project involves the design of several 
viaducts, flyovers, underpasses and a tunnel under the 
Scheldt River.

State-of-the-art knowledge
In contrast to huge projects like the North/South Metro 
Line in Amsterdam and the Fehmarn Belt crossing 
between Denmark and Germany, there are numerous 
smaller ones that tend to be invisible to the user. What 
large and small projects have in common, however, is 
the combination of existing and new technologies under 
highly diverse local conditions. Witteveen+Bos has state-
of-the-art technical knowledge to support the design of 
civil engineering structures, including all types of roads, 
fixed and movable bridges, viaducts, locks, aqueducts, 
underpasses and tunnels. 

Innovative strength
Our technical knowledge is complemented by expertise 
in integrated design, project planning, spatial planning 
procedures, contracting, contract management, 3D 
design, information management and cost management. 
The experience gained in major projects allows us to 
work in an efficient and pragmatic manner. We maintain 
close contacts with universities and knowledge institutes 
in order to increase knowledge and innovative strength. 
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Integrated infrastructure design
A new design philosophy

Today’s challenges demand a fully integrated, 
cyclical and multifunctional approach
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Today’s challenges demand a fully 
integrated, cyclical and multifunctional 
approach. The traditional linear, 
monofunctional design approach is 
no longer adequate. Integrated design 
revolves around close cooperation 
between disciplines, specialists, 
clients, public sector authorities and 
other stakeholders. This cooperation 
calls for deliberate input, an expert 
project organisation and an effective 
set of design tools. 

Design loops
Witteveen+Bos has developed 
a structured methodology that is 
based on a succession of ‘design 
loops’ running from basic outline 
to fine detail. All disciplines and all 
stakeholders are fully involved from 
the outset. The process follows the 
life cycle approach, whereupon 
each stage of the project’s working 
life can be carefully managed. Our 
approach combines the design 
principles of Systems Engineering, the 
organisational principles of LEAN and 
the latest scientific knowledge with 
regard to decision making. 

Visual representation
We use 3D modeling, Virtual Reality 
and Augmented Reality techniques 
to show the implications of the 
various choices. These methods 
allow stakeholders to ‘inspect’ the 
finished structure at first hand. All the 
options can be presented in turn. The 
parametric form of 3D models ensures 
that the impact of a certain choice is 
clear from the outset. The subsequent 
design loops are progressively more 

detailed but all are fully integrated. By 
continuing to work in the simulated 
environment of the models, points of 
convergence can be identified in good 
time. 

Building Information Model
The cyclical design process is 
supported by our Building Information 
Model (BIM). We use BIM to ensure 
ready accessibility of data, to prepare 
and assess alternatives, and to record 
the choices made. The tool ensures 
that everyone involved has a clear 
overview of all aspects of the project. 
Where appropriate, data relating to the 
location and stakeholders is included. 
This enables the project team to take 
full account of requirements and 
preferences. All stakeholders can 
access the model online and are able 
to contribute ideas.

Significant advantages
The integrated design approach 
has many significant advantages. 
The entire life cycle of the finished 
structure can be managed in a 
sustainable, responsible manner. 
Knowledge sharing increases potential 
for innovation. The implementation 
phase is generally shorter, while 
failure costs can be greatly reduced 
or eliminated. Risks can be addressed 
effectively and the decision-making 
procedures can be planned in an 
efficient manner. In short, there are 
more than enough reasons to pursue 
a successful transition from the 
traditional design approach to fully 
integrated, sustainable design. 
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Traffic and roads
High-end simulated road design in urban areas

Best possible balance between accessibility, 
throughflow, safety and environmental quality
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Witteveen+Bos operates at all points of the transport chain. 
We produce traffic forecasting and scenarios. We design 
complete traffic management systems. We also design transport 
infrastructure and have particular experience working in the urban 
setting, where we seek integrated solutions which will achieve the 
best possible balance between accessibility, throughflow, safety 
and environmental quality. To provide an accurate prediction of 
traffic flows and user behaviour we produce simulation models at 
the network level. However, we can also zoom in to the micro level 
of a junction or motorway access road. 

Traffic management
One essential component of modern infrastructure is Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS). We are familiar with all aspects. We 
apply an integrated traffic management concept which facilitates 
the road user’s journey from beginning to end. The emergence 
of the Internet of Things and the driverless vehicle creates new 
requirements. The Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment 
recently commissioned us to conduct a study into the effects of 
the large-scale introduction of driverless vehicles. 

Integrated design
A road design must promote throughflow but it must also take 
account of aspects such as safety, information provision and the 
wider setting, often a residential environment, where avoiding 
less attractive aspects such as noise and smells is an important 
aspect. We therefore approach every road design project as an 
integrated area design project. We take the wider setting and the 
potential negative impact of the road’s presence into account 
from the very beginning. 

Virtual Reality
We use web-interfaces or virtual reality environments to present 
our designs in a form which is readily accessible to the various 
stakeholders allowing them to offer immediate feedback. In 
association with road managers and the emergency services, 
we can use cases of dynamic systems such as tunnels, locks 
and movable bridges before the first brick is laid. Throughout 
the design process, we will then have a complete understanding 
of how the structure and system will operate in practice or 
in emergency situation. This enhances safety and is likely to 
increase public support for the project. 
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River crossings
Bridges, locks and aqueducts

A striking example of our design skills 
is the new bridge over the River Waal 
in the Netherlands
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Witteveen+Bos has extensive 
experience in the design of static 
and movable bridges, including 
all mechanical and electrical 
engineering installations. We were 
involved in the project to construct 
the first composite movable bridge 
in the Netherlands and a striking 
example of our design skills is the 
new bridge over the River Waal, 
which was completed as part of 
the national Room for the River 
programme. A significant part 
of our work involves producing 
specifications for the renovation of 
existing bridges, whereupon we also 
undertake site supervision. 

Flood defence
As part of the government’s ongoing 
flood defence programme, the 
Netherlands’ largest water defence 
structure – the Afsluitdijk – is to be 
strengthened and upgraded. We 
have produced designs for several 
flood gates, drainage sluices and a 
new navigation lock and we oversaw 
the replacement of several swing 
bridges. Witteveen+Bos has a long 
history in this type of project and 
our extensive experience will prove 
invaluable during the renovation of 
many locks and sluices. 

Improving traffic throughflow
Underpasses are increasingly 
used to improve traffic throughflow 
at junctions, such as where roads 
intersect with railway lines. All types 
of junction demand specific design 
expertise. We are frequently called 
upon to design underpasses for 

pedestrians and cyclists, which 
involves minimizing risk, nuisance 
and disruption. We achieve this 
through careful planning, with strict 
requirements applied to the phasing 
of the construction work. In addition 
to the design, we are often called 
upon to oversee implementation on 
site. 

Foil construction
Sunken infrastructure such as 
a tunnel or underpass will often 
require introducing an artificial 
water barrier to allow underground 
structures to extend beneath the 
water table. We recommend the use 
of foil constructions for this purpose 
and we have extensive experience 
in the design, risk analysis and 
site supervision for this type of 
technology. Foil constructions have 
several advantages compared to 
traditional alternatives, including 
relative simplicity of installation and 
lower material costs. 

Aqueducts
An aqueduct is a bridge which 
carries water, with other traffic 
flows passing beneath. The Dutch 
province of Friesland has given us 
many opportunities to demonstrate 
our expertise in this area. We have 
designed various civil engineering 
structures here, many as part of the 
new infrastructure around the city of 
Leeuwarden. We are also regularly 
asked to conduct feasibility studies 
for this type of structure, whereby 
we always seek solutions that are 
appropriate to the location. 
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Tunnels
Safe tunnels to improve the quality of urban life

Placing infrastructure underground has 
advantages in terms of reliability and 
environmental quality
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As the population of the urban areas increases, space 
is at a premium. It is becoming increasingly difficult 
to reconcile the need for new infrastructure with the 
wishes of local residents and public sector agencies. 
Environmental concerns and the complexity of the urban 
setting create additional demands. Many are now turning 
to underground solutions with advantages in terms of 
reliability and environmental quality. 

Extensive experience
Witteveen+Bos is recognised as leading engineering 
firm in underground construction. Whether a planning 
study, a detail design, a small scale project or mega-
project in a complex setting, we have all the knowledge 
and resources required to achieve successful projects in 
complex circumstances. We use our extensive experience 
in bored tunnel technology, subsidence risk management 
and contract management to design tunnels in 
challenging environments, while reducing the risk profile 
and costs. One project which combines the various types 
of knowledge is the North/South metro line in Amsterdam: 
once deemed impossible, we were able to design and 
manage the construction of the bored tunnel in very tough 
conditions under a UNESCO world heritage city.

World leader
Alongside our expertise in bored and in-situ tunnels, 
we are an acknowledged expert in immersed tunnels. 
Internationally we usually work under the banner of Tunnel 
Engineering Consultants (TEC), a permanent joint venture 
between Witteveen+Bos and Royal HaskoningDHV. TEC 
is world leader in immersed tunnel technology. Combined 
we can offer top expertise and experience through our 
7.000 employees, guaranteeing full continuity in the 
successful implementation of any tunnel project. We have 
designed solutions for many dozens of projects, including 
some of the most challenging and innovative tunnel 
projects in the world, like the Øresund Link between 
Denmark and Sweden, the Fehmarnbelt Fixed Link 
between Germany and Denmark, the Busan Geoje Link 
in South Korea and the 32-kilometre Hong Kong-Zhuhai-
Macao bridge and tunnel complex in China.
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Railways
Heavy and light rail in complex areas

Physical assimilation of rail 
infrastructure in urban and rural areas
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The Netherlands has a close-knit rail network, most 
of which dates from the mid-nineteenth century. The 
towns and villages of that era have since expanded, 
often with new residential districts built close to 
stations. As a result, many of today’s stations are in 
the very centre of the urban district. 

Minimising adverse effects
Because railway lines dissect the built environment, 
they account for excessive noise and vibrations. 
Often, they form a physical barrier cutting a town 
in two. Furthermore, railways frequently intersect 
with other forms of infrastructure such as roads and 
waterways. Civil engineering structures are then 
required: railway bridges, underpasses and tunnels, 
for example. Witteveen+Bos helps to minimise 
the adverse effects by advising on the physical 
assimilation of rail infrastructure in both urban and 
rural areas.

Design specifications
ProRail is the organisation responsible for the 
construction, maintenance, management and 
safety of the Netherlands’ rail network. All our rail 
specialists are thoroughly familiar with the design 
specifications imposed by ProRail. Our expertise also 
extends to light railway, tram and metro systems, as 
demonstrated by our involvement in the North/South 
metro line project in Amsterdam and the Spartacus 
project, a cross-border express tram service which 
will connect Hasselt in Belgium with Maastricht in the 
Netherlands. 

Safety awareness
Witteveen+Bos has structural engineers, designers 
and project managers who are thoroughly ‘at 
home’ in the world of rail infrastructure. They know 
what expertise is required. Of course, safety is of 
paramount importance. We therefore actively promote 
safety awareness among our staff, clients and 
subcontractors, whereby safety is a key consideration 
at every stage of the design process. 
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Systems integration
Combining dynamic systems

Supporting smart and healthy cities, 
intelligent traffic management and 
energy-neutral infrastructure
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Modern infrastructure demands dynamic 
systems which will support smart and 
healthy cities, intelligent traffic management 
and energy-neutral infrastructure. Various 
disciplines have a role to play: electrical 
and electronic engineering, mechanical 
engineering and IT are all extremely important 
to infrastructure projects in the urban areas. 

Systems engineering
Our knowledge of all the relevant domains 
enables us to produce fully integrated designs 
for both static and dynamic systems. In each 
phase of the design process, we apply the 
principles of systems engineering to arrive at 
a fully integrated systems architecture which 
is based on the operational concepts of the 
working system. To ensure maximum safety in 
tunnel systems, for example, we interconnect 
the tunnel control systems with the traffic 
systems. One notable project involved a report 
on the operating safety and cybersecurity of 
movable structures on the national road and 
waterway networks. 

Smart technology
We have extensive experience in all aspects 
of technical installations, energy systems, 
remote controlled systems, machine safety, 
industrial automation and process automation, 
both at the component level and the control 
room level. Our knowledge enables us 
to make any necessary modifications to 
existing installations, thus avoiding the need 
for expensive new systems and reducing 
down time. With sensor technology and the 
Internet of Things, systems are becoming ever 
smarter and ever more interconnected. Our 
mechatronics experts and data specialists use 
the latest technology to allow real-time remote 
monitoring and maintenance of systems and to 
enhance cybersecurity. 
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Spatial planning
Integrated planning for sustainable development

Recognising the value of the car and promoting 
the use of cycling and public transport
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Integrated planning frameworks are crucial for the sustainable 
development of cities and regions. Witteveen+Bos provides 
the necessary knowledge and planning expertise to enable 
clients to develop infrastructure and mobility plans.

Increasing travel demand
Urban development and economic growth both contribute 
to increased travel demand. Infrastructure development 
often requires lengthy and complicated procedures. Close 
cooperation between stakeholders is crucial to achieving 
desirable results. The Netherlands’ recent history is built 
on recognising and responding to the value of the car for 
certain journeys, and promoting the use of cycling and 
public transport wherever possible. Based on the knowledge 
and experience gained at home, we have successfully 
implemented several urban transformations for a range of 
cities around the globe. 

Feasibility study
Witteveen+Bos has proven to be a reliable partner throughout 
all phases of plan development. In the exploratory phase, we 
have conducted many feasibility studies to identify potential 
solutions, focusing on technical, financial and legal feasibility. 
Instruments that play an important role in this phase are 
Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) and cost-
benefit analyses. We use SEAs as a tool to generate a clear 
problem definition for the development of solutions, and to 
enable an integrated comparison of alternatives. A Social 
Cost-Benefit Analysis (SCBA) focuses not only on technical, 
economic and financial aspects, it also takes ‘green’ and 
‘blue’ considerations into account, such as nature and social 
well-being. 

Social impact
In line with international regulations like the IFC standards, 
we incorporate social impacts and the associated need for 
nutrigation and compensation in our impact assessments. 
Once a solution has been selected, a trade-off needs to take 
place among several minor design issues. We proactively use 
Environmental Social Impact Assessments (ESIAs) in the 
design process, to ensure an integrated result and as a final 
check of the environmental feasibility study.
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Contracting
Cost-effective and sustainable solutions

Involvement at the earliest planning phase 
can derive maximum value from the 
available budget
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Witteveen+Bos has extensive experience in monitoring and controlling 
construction costs on complex projects. Ideally, our involvement will 
begin at the earliest planning phase so that maximum value can be 
derived from the available budget. We work with extremely accurate 
cost databases which are the product of many years’ experience in 
monitoring international construction costs. 

Sound scientific research
We apply the Life Cycle Costing approach, and we always produce 
an estimate of the project’s CO2 footprint. Value Engineering 
procedures applied during the design process ensure that the 
chosen solutions will remain cost-effective and sustainable 
throughout the life cycle of the end product. We are also highly 
experienced in project management, including that of extremely 
complex projects such as the North/South metro line in Amsterdam 
or the Oosterweel Link in Antwerp. The methods we apply are based 
on sound scientific research, much of which was conducted in house. 

Real-time overview
By linking the various information flows such as client requirements, 
system requirements, planning, risks and phasing, we provide a real-
time overview of project progress with regard to the standard criteria 
of cost, time, quality and client satisfaction. This greatly reduces 
the risk of errors and simplifies verification and validation. We have 
provided information management services in various complex 
projects at home and abroad. 

Tender documents
Witteveen+Bos can also provide full support in the production of 
tender documents such as the Programme of Requirements. We are 
familiar with the use of various contract forms, including D&C and 
DBFM, which can be produced according to national standards or 
those of international bodies such as the FIDIC. We undertake full 
contract management on behalf of our clients, as in the case of the 
North/South metro line in Amsterdam.

Arbitration and mediation
We also have experience in arbitration and mediation of disputes 
further to contracts. The combination of sound legal knowledge, 
technical expertise and familiarity with the market places us in a 
unique position to mediate in this type of case. We have several 
qualified and fully accredited mediators on our staff. 
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Projects
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The Netherlands
Amsterdam
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North/South metro line
Through a consultancy lead by Witteveen+Bos, 
we have worked on Amsterdam’s new North/
South metro line since 1994. In 1996 the City of 
Amsterdam decided to build the underground 
metro line, acknowledged as one of the 
toughest projects in the world due to the 
combination of very challenging soil conditions 
and a UNESCO world heritage city. 

Construction began in 2003 following a period 
of detailed preparations. The line is due to go 
into service in summer 2018. We advised the 
City of Amsterdam and were responsible in 
the North/South Line project for the planning 
study, design, contract preparation, detailed 
engineering and construction management 
and supervision. 

From an engineering point of view, the 
construction of an underground metro line 
in Amsterdam’s historic inner city is highly 
challenging, not least because tunneling in 
very weak clay, with high water table and 
stations 30 metres below ground near the very 
sensitive ‘leaning houses’ of Amsterdam. 

The need for innovative and reliable solutions 
was ever-present. No wonder Discovery 
Channel choose this project as one of their 
‘Extreme Engineering’ show cases. In 2014 our 
engineering efforts were rewarded the ‘Ground 
Engineering Award’, an industry-recognised 
hallmark for quality and innovation in projects.

Innovative and reliable solutions
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North/South metro line
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The North/South Line is 9.7 km long. The line has eight 
stations separated by an average of 1.2 km. The length of the 
underground section is 7.1 km and includes a bored tunnel 
3.1 km long. The section of the route in the bored tunnel 
includes three very deep stations. The final section of the route 
runs above ground along the central reservation of the A10 
Amsterdam ring road and ends at Zuid station.

This project regularly confronts all stakeholders with 
challenges, especially because of matters like: historic and 
vulnerable surroundings, ambitious task with a relatively 
tight budget, complex official and administrative setting, 
complicated engineering, innovative and pioneering 
techniques and high risk profile.

Activities of the Consultancy included: design, consultancy, 
project and process management, management of the 
surroundings, advice on calls for tenders and contract 
establishment, management of licences, risk management 
and safety, on-site management and supervision and GIS 
monitoring of adjacent buildings.

Witteveen+Bos was working on various parts of the project, 
for instance: bored tunnels, mitigating measures, monitoring 
system, noise and vibration study, building site safety and 
user-friendliness of the line, immersed tunnel in the IJ river and 
the Sixhaven graving dock, the Vijzelgracht and Ceintuurbaan 
stations.

Highly challenging project with boring in 
weak clay and stations more than 
30 metres below ground
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Fehmarn Belt Tunnel Link

Denmark-Germany

World’s longest immersed tunnel
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Danish politicians gave the green light early 2011 for 
the construction of an immersed tunnel called the 
Fehmarn Belt as a fixed link between Denmark and 
Germany. Femern A/S has been entrusted with building 
and operating this major project. This firm, established 
by the Danish Ministry of Transport, commissioned the 
parallel development of bridge and tunnel designs. The 
tunnel design was produced by the Ramboll-Arup-TEC 
joint venture, in which Tunnel Engineering Consultants 
(TEC) - a consortium of Royal HaskoningDHV and 
Witteveen+Bos - plays a major role.

Femern A/S advised the Danish transport minister in 
late 2010 to opt for the undersea tunnel. It had been 
established that the costs of a tunnel were lower 
compared with those for a bridge, and that there would 
be fewer risks for the environment and shipping. The 
19 km long Fehmarn Belt will thus become the world’s 
longest sunken tunnel. It will significantly cut the journey 
time between northern Europe and Scandinavia. The 
Fehmarn Belt is one of the largest infrastructure projects 
ever undertaken in Europe. 

Witteveen+Bos made a major contribution to the design 
of the immersed tunnel and the marine works. In 2017 the 
client consultancy contract for the Fehmarn Belt Fixed 
Link project has also been awarded to the Ramboll-
Arup-TEC consortium. With winning this contract TEC 
continues contributing their expertise to this extremely 
prestigious project. TEC has a specialist team on site to 
monitor the progress of the project, to evaluate working 
methods and the detailed designs, and to advise 
the client on all technical matters to ensure a safe, 
sustainable and future-proof result.

The Fehmarn Belt project is very much in line with the 
TEC tradition, following on from earlier challenging 
tunnel projects such as the Øresund Link in Denmark, 
the Busan-Geoje Fixed Link in South Korea and the 
Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge in China. The 
combination of Ramboll, Arup and TEC established 
an excellent track record during the design phase. 
This collaboration will be continued during the 
implementation phase of this mega-project.
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The Netherlands
Delft

Railway zone
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Witteveen+Bos is contributing to the integrated 
redevelopment of the railway zone in Delft. The railway 
tracks and train viaduct in the historic city centre created 
a bottleneck that caused a great deal of nuisance 
and posed considerable risks. The situation was not 
designed for future train traffic. The 30-hectare project 
area includes a railway tunnel with an underground 
station, a new municipal office, residential and office 
developments, and a city park. Witteveen+Bos has been 
working on the Delft Railway Zone project since 2002 as 
a partner in the DRB consortium. In early 2015, the first 
trains ran through the new railway tunnel.

ProRail commissioned DRB to perform a plan study that 
examined a number of tunnel variants. The variables 
included tunnel length, route, location of the station, and 
construction techniques used. The selected variants 
were also evaluated as part of an Environmental Impact 
Assessment performed by Witteveen+Bos. The client 
eventually opted for a 2,300-metre-long tunnel on the 

eastern side of the existing railway line. In addition to 
reducing noise nuisance levels, this variant makes it 
possible to develop 1,500 dwellings and 50,000 m2 of 
office space. At present the railway line has two tracks, 
although the tunnel shell has been designed to provide 
room for an expansion to four tracks.

The tunnel shell work has been put out to tender as a 
Design & Construct contract for which Witteveen+Bos 
prepared the technical specifications. The ProRail 
project organisation was supported by taking care of 
contract management, interface management and quality 
assurance, supervising the performance of work, and 
providing back-office services. Witteveen+Bos also 
prepared the specifications for the railway tracks and 
the finishing of the underground station, and provided 
advice on specific topics such as safety, vibrations, 
pressure waves, soil, geohydrology, preventing damage 
to buildings, and building on top of the tunnel.

Unique combination of tunnel  
and partially underground building 
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Belgium
Antwerp
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In Antwerp, work is underway on the Oosterweel 
Link, one of Europe’s largest infrastructure projects 
at present. The link will complete the Antwerp ring 
road and improve traffic flow which calls for additional 
road infrastructure, various public transport projects, 
additional cycle paths, and water-related infrastructure 
works. Beheersmaatschappij Antwerpen Mobiel (BAM) 
has commissioned THV RoTS and THV ATLAS both 
joint ventures of Witteveen+Bos and Sweco to be 

responsible for the overall study and design for the 
completion of Antwerp’s ring. The Oosterweel Link 
comprises several challenging infrastructure projects 
including three new tunnels underneath the river 
Scheldt, harbour docks and Albert Canal. The elements 
of the 1.8 km long immersed 2x3 lane tunnel under the 
River Scheldt, with a separate tube for cyclists will be 
prefabricated in the dry dock in Zeebrugge and then 
towed to Antwerp to be immersed.

Oosterweel Link

A project with major impact,  
requiring careful integration into  
the surroundings
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Oosterweel Link
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In the Canal Zone a more than 2 km long 2x2 lane Double 
Decked Cut & Cover (DD C&C) tunnel has been developed 
to limit the environmental impact and achieve substantial 
cost reductions to meet the targeted budget. The effects of 
long term swelling of the clay layers has been mitigated by 
an isostatic design using hinges between walls and deck. 
The stacked design proved to be cost-effective and reduces 
the amount of CO2 emissions as the construction D-walls 
can be used as final construction, the earth works are limited 
and the configuration eliminates several viaducts in the 
road-intersections between both tunnels. This stacked tunnel 
design is also adopted for the even more challenging OKA 

tunnel which is intersecting the Albert Canal. This tunnel 
will consist of an unprecedented 800 m long 5-lane double-
decked tunnel, which is designed to accommodate transport 
of all types of dangerous goods. The safety and structural 
integrity by blast loads of this tunnel has been extensively 
analysed. Based on these results it was decided to install a 
fixed firefighting system and to implement additional structural 
measures as grout anchors to ensure the state of ‘not beyond 
repair’ in case of extreme explosions. These innovating design 
solutions, supported by state-of-the-art safety measures 
and installations create a sustainable, reliable and safe 
Oosterweel Road Link for Antwerp.

Sustainable, reliable and safe solutions
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The Netherlands
Amsterdam

Zuidasdok Amsterdam
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Zuidas is the financial and business centre of 
Amsterdam. Its further growth demands better 
accessibility by road and public transport. 
Rijkswaterstaat (the Directorate-General of Public 
Works and Water Management), ProRail (the 
organisation that manages the Netherlands’ rail 
infrastructure) and the City of Amsterdam have 
therefore joined forces to restructure the district’s major 
infrastructure. Zuidas must develop into a mature ‘mixed 
function’ urban district, offering high-quality housing, 
business accommodation and public amenities.

In the first phase of the development process, teams 
of staff from Witteveen+Bos, Arcadis and AT Osborne 
are working on deliverables including an integrated 
reference design and a cost estimate for the widening 
of the A10 motorway, which is also to be moved 
underground in the central zone of the Zuidas district. 

In addition, the tender specifications for the Design 
& Construct contract will be produced, as well as 
the Environmental Impact Assessment and the key 
planning document: the ‘Routing Decision’.

Zuidasdok is a major project at a complex location. 
Every aspect is considered, from the number of rail 
passengers using the escalators at Amsterdam Zuid 
station to the throughflow of traffic on the A10, which 
will be improved by constructing a tunnel and adding 
lanes. Once the project has been completed, people 
will find that they can reach their platform more quickly, 
or that they spend less time stuck in traffic jams. 
Extensive attention is devoted to the construction 
process and minimising any nuisance or inconvenience, 
with a customised solution for each phase. The 
construction sites are screened off while ensuring that 
passengers can still access the station.

Mature ‘mixed function’ urban district 
offering high-quality housing, business 
accommodation and public amenities
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Zuidasdok Amsterdam
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The proposed route of the tunnel is quite close to the existing buildings on the northern side. 
The feasibility study shows that construction here is possible. Having examined the likelihood 
of damage to foundations caused by vibrations or subsidence, it was concluded that the risks 
can be managed effectively. This means that the lead time for tunnel construction will be 
significantly shorter, which in turn means less disruption for the district and its users.

The investments made today will ensure the accessibility of the Zuidas district well into the future. 
The project devotes much attention to multifunctionality. Moving the A10 motorway underground 
in the central zone creates new public space on the tunnel roofs, which can be landscaped with 
trees and greenery. Zuidas can continue to develop, not only as a prestigious business and 
financial district, but as a welcoming and attractive setting for residents and visitors.
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Singapore 

Cycling infrastructure
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Witteveen+Bos and Singapore-based design and 
engineering consultancy Surbana Jurong have been 
awarded a contract by Singapore’s Land Transport 
Authority (LTA) for the planning and design of the cycling 
network in the city’s Ang Mo Kio district. The project 
aims to create a cycling network there that will enable 
the district’s 175,000 residents to cycle safely and 
comfortably, setting an example for all of Singapore. 

Asian megacities have been designed for motorised 
traffic. Due to increased prosperity and intensive use 
of the available space, road congestion is rapidly 
approaching critical levels. For that reason, Singapore 
has been actively pursuing a policy for a number of 
years now to discourage car ownership and to promote 
alternative modes of transport. To achieve that aim, the 
government is communicating a vision and conducting 

a campaign to turn Singapore into a ‘car-lite’ city. This 
vision involves promoting public transport, cycling and 
walking. Singapore’s Land Transport Authority selected 
the densely populated Ang Mo Kio district as a model 
town for this strategy.

In the pre-design phase, Witteveen+Bos will draw on 
its Dutch cycling infrastructure expertise as well as 
experiences gained in Singapore in order to design 
excellent infrastructure. In the final design phase, local 
engineers will contribute to taking the designs a step 
further under Witteveen+Bos’ supervision. A unique 
feature of our approach is the spatial analysis that enables 
us to decide how to design cycle routes and crossings in 
the existing densely built-up environment. The envisioned 
increase in cycle usage will also be factored in, even at 
this early stage, by identifying upgrade options.

Planning and design of infrastructure 
for pedestrians and cyclists 
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The Netherlands
Leeuwarden-Groningen 

Infrastructure in 
the northern provinces 
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Witteveen+Bos is involved in several key 
infrastructure projects in the northern Netherlands. 
Far-reaching measures are being implemented to 
improve accessibility and safety, particularly around 
Leeuwarden (the capital of Fryslân province) and 
Groningen (capital of Groningen province). In and 
around Leeuwarden alone, approximately 40 separate 
projects for the construction of roads, bicycle routes, 
waterways, aqueducts and parking spaces are being 
realised as part of a programme called ‘Vrij Baan’ 
(‘Clearing the Way’). Witteveen+Bos has been involved 
in many of these projects, taking responsibility for 
preparation, design, and supervising the performance 
of work. Our traffic experts, road designers and 
hydraulic engineering specialists have collaborated 

closely to achieve the best possible results in terms of 
traffic throughflow and costs. Calculations have been 
supplemented with dynamic traffic simulations and 
3D visualisations which provide a realistic impression 
of the future situation. In addition to the Vrij Baan 
programme, a project called ‘Centrale As’ (‘Central 
Axis’) is also being realised in Fryslân province. This 
new route is nearly 25 kilometres long and features 
approximately 30 civil engineering structures, including 
a number of ring roads. 
Among other things, Witteveen+Bos is involved in 
providing advice on the contracting and tender strategy. 
The tender specifications were elaborated based on 
systems engineering principles. 
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Infrastructure in the northern provinces
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Besides Vrij Baan, the modernisation of the southern section of the ring road around Groningen is one of the largest 
infrastructure projects in the northern Netherlands. Additional lanes, new links and fly-overs will enhance safety on 
the 12-kilometre-long ring road, and will improve the accessibility of the city and region. Particular attention is being 
devoted to integration into the surroundings by constructing some road sections underground and creating three ‘lids’ 
on top of the tunnels. This solution will interconnect two adjacent urban districts, and create room for a new park. Our 
contribution includes advising on existing and new civil engineering structures, road design, systems engineering, 3D 
design work, and performing various inspections and studies. Noteworthy aspects of the project include making the 
ring road earthquake-resistant, and ensuring traffic throughflow during the work performance phase. 

Improving accessibility, safety and viability
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The Netherlands
Vestdijk, Eindhoven

Traffic artery
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Vestdijk is a major traffic artery which runs 
through the centre of Eindhoven, connecting 
the city with the outlying region. The local 
road infrastructure is now to be updated, 
partly with a view to meeting air quality 
standards and partly in line with the local 
authority’s vision for the future of the city 
centre. Some very complex choices must be 
made. After all, there are many stakeholders: 
residents, businesses and visitors, all with 
diverse and sometimes divergent interests. 
The Municipal Executive has announced 
that it will not finalise any decisions until 
all parties have been given an opportunity 
to present their views. In association with 
partners GriDD and TRIMM, Witteveen+Bos 
has designed and implemented an interactive 

‘experiential’ website which provides 
information about the various alternatives and 
enables visitors to give their feedback. 

Residents, business owners and visitors 
see a very accurate 3D impression of the 
new situation, which can be viewed from all 
angles. They can then appreciate the likely 
impact of the proposals and can offer their 
feedback. This new form of digital stakeholder 
consultation supports two-way communication 
and allows information to be exchanged 
quickly and easily. The public responses 
submitted through the website are collated 
in a ‘requirements database’ which forms the 
starting point of the design process.

New form of digital stakeholder 
consultation
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Belgium

Infrastructure and mobility 
in Belgium 
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In Belgium, too, the ever-increasing demand for 
mobility presents challenges, particularly in the 
area of accessibility, safety, spatial development 
and the environment. Our offices in Antwerp and 
Brussels enable us to operate near our Belgian 
clients. We advise clients across the full spectrum 
of traffic and transport consultancy, offering a host 
of services that range from exploratory surveys, 

feasibility studies, mobility impact assessments 
and mobility plans to the actual construction 
of traffic and transport facilities. The iconic 
Oosterweel Link project in Antwerp is described 
elsewhere in this book. A number of other 
reference projects in the field of infrastructure and 
mobility are described on the next page. 

Ever increasing demand for mobility
presents challenges
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Infrastructure and mobility in Belgium

Improving traffic throughflow and safety
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The Flemish Roads and Traffic Agency has 
commissioned us to help improve traffic throughflow 
at a number of junctions in and around the city of 
Kortrijk. In the current situation, traffic jams arise 
frequently at various locations in the Kortrijk area. 
These problems have a number of causes: junctions 
are not optimally designed and plans call for various 
network and spatial developments in the area. 
This is expected to lead to increased congestion 
at a number of junctions. The aim of the project is 
to conduct a transparent, carefully substantiated 
assessment that will result in widely supported 
preferred solutions. In the first phase, we analysed 
the current traffic situation and examined the 
feasibility of the various scenarios by performing a 
multi-criteria analysis. In the second phase, we are 
producing a preliminary design that will enable an 
assessment of the space required for the alteration 
or expansion of the traffic junctions. 

To improve safety and traffic throughflow, an 
elevated roundabout was constructed in the port 
of Antwerp, on the left bank of the Scheldt river. 
Witteveen+Bos drew up the design for this complex 
roundabout following a detailed variants study. 
The variant ultimately realised cleverly combines 
the road and railway networks with the natural 
surroundings. Careful attention has been devoted 
to spatial and landscape integration. This complex 
project includes three road bridges across the 
railway line, with the biggest span measuring 25 
metres. The soft soil and the presence of a triple 
railway track produced an additional challenge. 
The roadway was dimensioned to accommodate 
special vehicles operating in the port. Two bicycle 
tunnels were constructed and a wildlife crossing was 
created. Project phasing was essential because the 
constructions were vulnerable to subsidence. 
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